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Questions Checking Participants' Knowledge of Toys & Games  

  

Do you know this toy?  BEFORE  AFTER  

 

YES - 75% 

NO - 25%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  

YES - 85% NO 

- 15%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  

YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  



  

YES - 47% NO 

- 53%  
YES - 65% NO 

- 35%  

  

YES - 45% NO 

- 55%  
YES - 65% NO 

- 35%  

  

YES - 60% NO 

- 40%  
YES - 75% NO 

- 25%  

  

YES - 95% NO 

- 5%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  

YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

 

YES - 25% NO 

- 75%  
YES - 75% NO 

- 25%  

  

    

Questions Checking Participants' Cultural Knowledge  
  

Do you know which country 

this belongs to?  
BEFORE  AFTER  

  

YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  

YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  

  

YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  
YES - 100% NO 

- 0%  



  

YES - 100% 

NO - 0%  
YES - 100% 

NO - 0%  

  

YES - 40% NO 

- 60%  
YES - 65% NO 

- 35%  

 

YES - 30% NO 

- 70%  
YES - 65% NO 

- 35%  

  

We can conclude from this analysis that the general knowledge of students 

and teachers in most countries about the games and toys typical for each 

country has increased significantly. Some of the games were quite famous in 

all countries so the participants were already aware of them at the beginning 

of the project, but others were less known to the public. 

The participants were more knowledgeable in the questions concerning 

culture.   

 

    

Questions 18 - 25 (Knowledge of Erasmus and Expectations)  
  

In this group of questions, the participants’ responses  

showed a positive improvement, especially in making toys from waste 

materials, increasing their language skills and knowledge about Erasmus 

programs. 
 

   Before  After  

18  I know many street games  65%  85%  

19  I know how to make new toys from waste materials  30%  60%  

20  I have enough information about old toys and games  50%  85%  

21  I have enough information about European countries  60%  80%  

22  My English is good enough to express myself  45%  65%  

23  I know enough about internet addiction  45%  70%  

24  I don't think that I can learn from elderly people  60%  30%  

25  I know Etwinning and Erasmus+ programs  30%  90%  

  

 Teacher Questionnaire Results  

The results show that the project has a very positive impact on teachers’ 

performance and attitude. They have increased their knowledge of European 



culture, using games and digital materials in class, and Erasmus 

opportunities. 

 

   BEFORE  AFTER  

1  I know the importance of playing games in class while teaching  38%  78%  

2  I usually get excited while speaking English  38%  76%  

3  I know European culture well  67%  80%  

4  I do activities or give homework that brings older and younger 

people together  
36%  60%  

5  I communicate with my colleagues from different cultures  45%  68%  

6   I follow the good practices of European countries  43%  75%  

7  I know all the children's toys and games from different countries  36%  100%  

8  I always use digital materials (smart board, projector, etc.) to teach 

my lessons  
34%  75%  

9  I know about the e-twinning and Erasmus+ programs  38%  90%  

10  We make projects with all my colleagues at school  36%  75%  

  

    

Expectation Survey (All participants) - Questionnaire results  
 

We can see from the following questions that the participants started 

the project with lower expectations and finished the project with a more 

positive aspirations attitude. The results show how the objectives of the 

project have been achieved as it has helped the participants to gain more 

knowledge about toys, games, their European neighbors, and cultures.  
 

  Before  After  

1  I think that having a cultural exchange with the participants 

that are in the host country will contribute to my 

development  

Having a cultural exchange with the participants that were 

in the host country has contributed to my development  

  

85%  

  

95%  

2  I believe that I will develop my English-speaking skills  

I developed my English-speaking skills  

  

87%  

  

100%  

3  I believe that I will develop permanent relationships with 

the participants that I meet  

I have developed permanent relationships with the 

participants that I met  

  

89%  

  

100%  



4  I think I will have a chance to learn and play with new toys 

and games that I have not seen before  

I have had a chance to learn and play with new toys and 

games that I hadn't seen before  

  

75%  

  

97%  

5  I think I will like the different tastes of food and drink.  

I liked the different tastes of food and drink  

74%  85%  

6  I believe that I will have a problem-free journey  

I had a problem-free journey  

73%           89%  

7  I think I will enjoy travelling with my students and teachers  

I enjoyed travelling with my students and teachers  

95%  98%  

8  I believe that observing a foreign school and its practices 

will give me a different point of view  

Observing a foreign school and its practices has given me a 

different point of view  

75%           86%  

9  I think the places I will see in the country will improve my 

general culture  

Places I have seen in the country have improved my general 

culture  

95%  98%  

10  I think my prejudices against foreign people will be broken  

My prejudices against foreign people were broken  

75%  86%  

  


